Increase efficiency and ease of use for Financial Institutions

VVI is designed to ease the daily challenges fraud investigators face. Reduce training time, streamline investigations workflow and gather intelligent data.

Why VVI is right for you

Do more with less to realize higher levels of intelligence and rapid investigations.

Align Workflow

Ensure accountability and increase efficiency of investigations in critical situations. With VVI, banks gain access to a modern user interface that enables straightforward access to live or recorded video.

Reduce Time to Conduct Investigations

Reduce the time it takes to complete investigations as the video system is easier to use and users can access the video they need more quickly.

Customer Insight:

“Verint Video Inspector has a very intuitive user interface, making it easy for me to access more information in one spot rather than opening multiple tools. All of the information I need is right there in front of me, packaged in an organized manner, and it is very easy to access data. I am very impressed overall.”

David Campbell, Vice President, Corporate Security, Dollar Bank
Verint Video Inspector (VVI)

Intuitive interface enables access video data in an accelerated manner.

Users can get up-to-speed and access live and recorded video in minutes.

Simplified Access to Video
The intuitive interface enables access to valuable video information with little to no training. In just a few clicks through easy-to-use controls, users can efficiently identify critical security data from multiple branches or locations.

Reduction in Training Requirements
New VVI users can get up-to-speed and access live and recorded video in minutes. Calls regarding system use dropped by more than 70 percent because of the ease of access and sharing video. Organizations are able to see a significant ROI and cost savings.

Key Features:
• Rapid access to live and recorded video to quicken investigations and improves employee productivity.
• Intuitive interface reduces training requirements and removes roadblocks.
• Streamlined user experience optimized to mirror investigative workflows.

Customer Insight:
“What matters to us is the end product, which is the video being recorded and captured for future use. With Verint, we can capture the data we need and then easily access it when needed for investigative purposes.”
Will Clements, Vice President Banking, The Bank of Southside Virginia

Learn more about Verint Video Inspector at www.verint.com